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Getting out of poverty 
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In Africa football will be especially played – non of the other continents are comparable - with passion, 
dedication and lifeblood. Andreas Gulya discussed this with the President of the Ethiopian Football 
Association. The turmoil surrounding the World Cup awarded by FIFA to Qatar and Russia is just one 
of the challenging topics. After all on the Black Continent football is not only "the most beautiful thing 
in the world" but also a bearer of social hopes. 
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How do you judge the actual situation in African 

football? Furthermore, what do you think about the 

relation to the world football, although though the 

“export" from Ethiopian players, financial situation 

of the different associations? 
 

I feel the trend of African football has been promising 
in recent years in terms of capacity building, 

grassroots development programs, international 
relations and structural reform in particular. There’s 

also been an increase in the number of structurally 

improved clubs with CAF – Confederation of African 
Football - club licenses. This has paved the way for 

more and more African footballers to be creamed off 
to top European leagues. African football federations 

are to some extent stronger and more stable 

financially though much still needs to be done. CAF 
would be in a much better position to go into details 

about this though. As for Ethiopian players playing 
abroad, there’s been a significant rise particularly 

post AFCON – African Cup of Nations - 2013 which is 

commendable. 

 

 

May I ask you for your opinion about the assign- 

ment of the FIFA's world championship decision for 

Qatar and the reproaches of the manipulation, 

corruption even with African and Arabian envoys? 
 
Having been in office for a little more than a year, I 

haven’t personally been closely involved in the World 

Cup host assignment process. At the 2014 world 
cup FIFA assemblies in Brazil which I was part of, 

Africans made their stance clear about FIFA’s 
decision. I personally want to see the world cup 

hosted in various parts of the world including Africa 

and Asia for the sake of youngsters and fans. Despite 
climatic challenges facing Qatar, it’ll be quite a 

success story if the World Cup is held with minimized 
effects. 
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Mr. Blatter's plan is to let take part more African 

countries in the future World Cups. I assume, you 

like his plan, do you? 
 
We Africans welcome President Blatter’s moves to 

raise the quotas of African countries in the World 

Cup. It’s pretty much a reflection of the overall 
development in Africa and the growth of African 

football. 
 

How important is the “economic factor football" in 

Africa where players also see football as 

“opportunity for advancement"? Aren`t you afraid, 

the thought “sport” has also got lost in Africa 

already? 

 
There’s more to football than just two teams playing 

on a pitch. It’s also about tourism, economy, unity, 
brotherhood, branding and culture. It is for many in 

Africa not just a sport but also a means of livelihood 

and a way out of abject poverty. 
 

 

Is there a danger of a "football bubble" in the world. 

Too much money is going around in the game.  

Qatar wants to invest nearly 110 Billion Dollar in 

the infrastructure of the upcoming World Cup. Is 

this healthy?  

 
There should be a limit to how much we can spend on 

tournaments depending on the socio-economic 
conditions and priorities of a host nation. However 

given the huge popularity, viewership and sponsorship 

football can draw, it’s no wonder that we have what 

we call the “football bubble”. It does pose challenges 
but it’s quite natural. 

 

It's a strong risk, too, that sponsors and owners of 

football clubs damaging the system just to get 

higher and higher gains. Unchecked and unlimited 

involvement of stakeholders undermines not only 

the stability but the global growth potential of 

football and the competitive nature of the sport as 

well. How do you want to achieve a fair competition 

for all participants in the future? 
 
Sponsors and club owners need to operate in 

compliance with the system in place for football to 

flourish. Unchecked and unlimited involvement of 
stakeholders undermines the growth of football and 

the competitive nature of the sport. 
 

How come young people to professional football in 

your country? For examples, are football academies  

existing in Ethiopia?  
 

There’s a newly-built national multi-disciplinary 

academy in the capital of Ethiopia. On top of that, yet 
another football academy is being constructed by CAF 

and is due to be finalized soon. We welcome private 
sector investment in football academies. Given our 

vast population and untapped potential, there’s still a 

long way to go. Young and budding players emerge 
through schools, colleges, U-17 and second division 

clubs. Young players fresh out of academies are mo-   



 

re likely to be well-paid than those recruited randomly 

from campus tournaments and elsewhere.  
 

There’s a stadium construction boom all over the 
country right now. The government has made all-out 

efforts in improving sports facilities after all Ethiopia is 

the motherland of such great athletes and sports 
personalities as Abebe Bikila, Derarutu Tulu, Kenenisa 

Bekele, Haile Gebreselassie and many more. 
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Do you have an estimate about the salary of  pro- 

fessional Ethiopian top football players? Is adverti- 

 

sement in general also a possible source of income 

for the most popular players? 
 
The Al-Ahly striker Salahadin Seid earns over 

$30,000 a month. But his annual income includes ad- 

vertisement, too. Hence, his total income should be 
much higher. 

 

To be hired from a well known foreign football team 

is always a sign for the quality of the domestic 

market. Could you give us some examples which 

Ethiopian kickers own international contracts? 
 

Gedion Zelalem (Arsenal), Salahadin Seid (Egypt), 
Oumed Okwury (Egypt), Shimelis Bekele (Egypt), 

Abebaw Butako (Sudan Premier League), Getaneh 
Kebede (RSA), Fikru Tefera (Indian Superleague), 

Yusuf Saleh (Norway), Walid Attah (Sweden) or also 

Addis Hintsa (Sudan Premier League),Fuad Ibrahim 
(USA, Canada) and Amin Ascar (Norway).  

 

And last but not least, how does it look with the 

Ethiopian accomplishment of the Africa Cup in the 

year 2017? 
 
The qualification to AFCON 2015 served as a 

momentum and fueled a nationwide feeling that 

qualification is actually within our reach. It was a 
moment of national pride and joy. It boosted the 

winning spirit of the players too. We need to work on 
grassroots development though to ensure its 

sustainability. 

 

 

 
The interview was conducted by Andreas Gulya in Dubai 

 

 


